Aerospace

Trust brings thrust — empowering you to move forward

Global logistics solutions to support you across entire aircraft life cycle
Aerospace

As the aerospace industry experiences severe turbulence, you need a trusted partner and advisor in logistics. We can support you in securing your aircraft portfolio and are ready to take on this responsibility.

Bringing thrust back
For over 30 years, we have been developing customised solutions together with our customers. As the aerospace industry reforms, we use our deep expertise to create relevant solutions that bring thrust back into the industry.

Thrust based on trust
Trust is our most valuable asset. Our services follow strictly regulated and regularly audited processes fully compliant to EN/AS9100 standards. You can expect the highest service quality every time.

Covering complete life cycle
With our diversified portfolio of end-to-end solutions, we support the entire industry: From manufacturers and MRO’s to leasing companies and airlines.

Full visibility
Predictability and transparency are essential in improving efficiency and enable your assets to generate maximum value. With our digital solutions, you have complete visibility of your orders.

Our end-to-end solutions:
- **Interior Logistics** provides services specially tailored to support aircraft interior fitting and refurbishment
- **Engine Logistics** offers secure and certified engine transportation and storage
- **Spares Logistics** offers global solutions for aerospace parts, including repairs
- **Passenger to Freighter Logistics (P2F)** is our end-to-end solution to manage the conversion of passenger aircraft into long-lasting freighters
- **AOG (Aircraft On Ground) Logistics** is our time-critical solution operated together with Sterling Aviation Logistics
- **Production Logistics** is a complete logistics solution for your aerospace production environment
- **Inflight Services and SkyLogistix** includes everything you need to keep your passengers comfortable in-flight
- **Aviation Leasing Logistics** is our end-to-end solution ranging from customs clearance, spare parts shipping and repossession support

Benefit from:
- Full support across the entire aircraft life cycle
- Service levels that match your needs, depending on priority and speed
- Standard operating procedures that exceed the governing industry regulations
- Global transparency and complete visibility of your orders down to part and serial number
- Predictability of solutions with all contingencies covered
- Comprehensive customs management targeted to optimise costs

Reach new heights with Kuehne+Nagel Aerospace
→ kuehne-nagel.com/aerospace
About us

Kuehne+Nagel is one of the world’s leading logistics providers, with a network of more than 1400 offices in over 100 countries. 74000+ employees worldwide are dedicated to providing our customers with innovative transport services and logistics solutions. Local specialists ensure that Kuehne+Nagel delivers according to our customers’ needs and in compliance with all regulations and industry requirements.

Learn more about our services at → kuehne-nagel.com